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Abstract : The Strange Case of Billy Biswas is the only novel of Arun Joshi that makes an 

appealing sense of the moral human values of the tribal culture against the current society. Billy 

Biswas cannot adjust himself in the world that we call as a modern society and rebels against this 

dogma. Billy desires for peace and contentment and hence abandons the ruined society of Delhi 

for the Satpura hills where he discovers the various aspects of human life. He stays there and 

becomes a part and parcel of their life. While following this austere path, he changes himself 

completely and gives his life a new meaning. Hence an honest effort has been done through this 

paper to focus on the life of Billy Biswas, the protagonist in the novel and his concern and 

complete surrender for materialistic to spiritual journey.  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Arun Joshi’s The Strange Case of Billy Biswas is sequentially the second novel and studies 

of three diverse forms of existence in the contemporary sphere portraying ordinary shantytown 

life in New York, progressive time in Delhi and survival lifetime in the Maikala Hills. The life 

description of the three forms discloses the author’s search of three diverse lands in the novel. 

Billy has peculiar thoughts besides look. His opinion is moved by a great force that unties his 

transcendent longing and his eccentric conduct contribute a strange appearance to his magical 

makeup. Thus Billy Biswas reflects as a strange example because of the understanding of the 

deceptive culture. His excessive choice of separating the modern culture for the original realm in 

pursuit for implication of natural life is correspondingly the result of his eccentricity.  

Arun Joshi’s  first novel— The Foreigner shows his continuation of and a development 

upon spiritual desire, odd conduct, unusual appearance and his profound trust in the morals of  

pass on ethos and creed. His second fiction carries on Sindi’s pursuit for self and aim of life in 

worldly, narrow, showy and dishonest society, and extends it to the profound search by Billy’s 

departure of the intolerant and false culture to the original realm. The novel is likewise a simple 

interpretation on the worthless survival, psychological conflict, unhappiness, evil, longing, 

disloyalty and craftiness in the contemporary people. It does not only records the firm statement 

of Billy but also reveals the last determination of his life to leave the confused and foolish life of 

the current society and to accept the generous and joyful life of the primeval world. Hence, the 

novel is a representation of his hunt for ideals and entire distancing in his stormy get up from the 
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better strata of Indian community with its yearnings for sophisticated properties, divine infertility 

and visionless imitation of the Western code in complete abandon of appropriate outdated values 

and views of India.  

Billy’s crumbling and escape from the entirely egoistic and adverse culture is discernible 

from the fact that during his college-days, he abodes in the slum area of New York City and 

prefers to stay at Maikala Hills in India for mystical sublimation and humble life at the cost of 

modest family life at Delhi. It shows his love for human principles and transcendent impulse.  In 

true sense, he wants to follow the path of austerity that the great saints and sages followed in the 

past. That is the path of vision. Like Siddharth Gautam, he also rejects the foolish society during 

his youth age for worldly peace and solace, though the paths and achievements of both differ.  

When we go through the novel we come to know that it reveals a kind of account of Billy 

by his collector-friend, Romi who acts as an observer.  Billy comes in contact with Romi for the 

first time when he is in New York, “the witness-narrator” with whom he first meets as a student 

in New York. No doubt, Billy Biswas belongs to high profile. He is the only son of a Supreme 

Court Judge from Delhi. He learns in a public school in England and is sent to New York to 

study Engineering. On his arrival in England, he stays in Harlem, the sub-urban area. He 

considers it as the most decent place for humanity though for others, it is foulest locality. Billy 

stays in America for his doctoral project in Anthropology. While doing this, he comes in contact 

with Romi and shares his flat with him as his beloved colleague.   

The novel begins with the explanation of a tune: “I came a thousand miles to see your face, 

O mountain”. It has a mystical message by itself and discloses magical influence of the highland 

adulated by the Bhils. The Bhils travel uncountable distance to see its natural beauty and divine 

aura. The tune gains its own significance in the lives of Bhils as it is chanted at both ends of the 

life. The tune also describes their bottomless affection with their old ideals and faith in god. 

These people appreciate nature and grow an affinity with it to have happiness and safeguard its 

continuity. The Mother Nature adoration of this community has its peculiar charisma and virtue 

that returns the alteration of Billy Biswas and his revolt against the present culture. The tale of 

Billy’s life in the novel is in two parts – the life of Billy at New York and Delhi and his emission 

to the Satpura Hills in the lap of the native till his death. The saga goes side-by-side to that of 

Romi. 

Here, we notice the shift from one form of life to another made by the central character, 

Billy.  It is also the shift from one pattern of value system to another. Romi returns to India when 

his father dies. He performs well in the Indian Civil Service and becomes an IAS Officer. Then 

he marries with Situ. Later on Billy also returns to India once he completes his research and joins 

Delhi University. Then he marries to Meena Chatterjee. Here, he senses disgusting with the 

bloody society of Delhi. Billy’s back to India is with an intension to stay in the social order that 

would endow him eternal peace and pleasure. But that is not his fate. He is not able to discover it 

in the unsympathetic and ethically ruined culture of Delhi. Billy cunningly escapes from Delhi 

and comes to the Satpura Hills. Billy leaves this world of the so-called civilized men in search of 

a place where he is treated as an outcast, culturally uprooted, socially isolated and self-estranged.  
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Perhaps, it is God’s will that Billy’s comes to Maikala Hills. His inner urge forces him to do it 

and hence Billy follows. Perhaps it is the Nature’s appeal, the attachment of the Black Rock, the 

flora and fauna of the hills and dales. The reason behind this can be to make him understand his 

identity, the reason of his birth and the significance of the true life and Mother Nature. Here in 

the Maikala Hills, Billy is captivated by Bilasia and modest living of the native people. This 

particular word Bilasia represents the basic vigour and attitude. Bilasia invigorates Billy’s 

feeling, which has no prospect and a ray of hope from Meena and Reema. It is strengthened only 

by a seamless merging of the two. Bilasia that is considered as power by the Bhils gives the 

mystical power to these people. Billy, too gets similar values of humanity in Bilasia, as he 

studies in the discipline of Anthropology. He now becomes happy devoid of his scanty means 

because he doesn’t have high expectation.  

Here, in the novel, the Delhian society ports new values, while the aboriginal world 

emphases on age-old ethics of the primitive culture. This artificial attitude of the author towards 

evolving pattern of values discloses his profound opinion of various forms of human existence. 

This may be one of the reasons why the hero Billy leaves Delhi’s smart society for Hills to reside 

among the primitives. Here he gets the satisfaction as if he is a tribal. The seed of love starts 

germinating in Billy’s heart for the primitive world for the region, their origin and the people. 

His attachment increases also for the livelihood and custom of these primitive people. Thus, the 

change in the form the deceptive society to the ancestral life is also a change in the value-

systems in both forms of natural life. 

With the passage of time, Romi becomes the Collector in one of the districts of Central 

India. The time takes its toll and the wheel of fortune changes during ten years span since the 

departure of Billy Biswas. The land of the area has been ravaged by “a terrible draught”. As a 

Collector of the district, Romi has to visit the entire area to arrange for possible aid to these 

affected people. He feels pain due to this great calamity. He knows the fact that the help given by 

the Government to these people is inadequate. He has human heart and senses the pain for their 

pathetic situation as he becomes helpless to provide proper help to the affected and needy. One 

fine morning Romi visits a distant village from the district headquarters. During his visit, he 

comes across Billy. He finds that Billy has reduced his weight and has great energy than earlier. 

Billy comes back to Romi’s bungalow discussing with him general issues.  

While talking, Billy does not disclose even a small regret on his return from Delhi. He 

shows concerns only twice — first, when he comes to know about the demise of his mother; and 

secondly, when he hears about Rima’s car accident and her passing. He is aware of the fact that 

he has made Rima romantic while in Bombay and seduced her for some time. The same he 

admits before Romi in his following official visit. Romi’s words for Meena about making a lot of 

money does not waver Billy’s faith. He knows Meena’s greedy nature and possesses his hate for 

materialistic social order that offers money the utmost importance. The primitive landscape 

originally possesses its own values- cultural, ethical, moral and religious. The people, here are 

also humble and happy. These people have firm faith in divine power. They trust in the 
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supernatural power and have faith in Chandtola, a cliff, too. No one is able to tell the reason of 

particular colour of the cliff. Romi, too is uncertain about this fact and admires the radiance of 

Chandtola. 

The get-together of Romi and Billy after an interval of ten years is a clear proof of his 

vanishing. Billy wants to keep this as a secret and hence he doesn’t want to tell Romi also.  

There is a possibility that Romi would disclose this secret to anyone. Billy follows the path of 

priest and hence possesses transcendent power.  He uses this power to treat Romi’s wife, Situ 

who has been suffering from migraine. Situ, after her regaining apprehends that a little surprising 

has taken place. Situ then wishes to see that human being who makes this miracle. In the 

beginning, Romi deviates her mind and hides Billy’s name. When she insists taking pledge not to 

tell the matter to anyone, Romi tells her this secret. Situ does not keep her promise and tells 

Meena and her family regarding mystic power of Billy. This brings a volcano in Billy’s life. The 

search has been carried out by the district officials. Billy’s freedom is now under risk. Billy is 

trapped by Rele, S.P. who has been appointed on special duty by the Chief Secretary. In one 

counter, Billy tries to escape from the trap but the bullet hits in his back and enters his heart. 

Billy takes his last breathe uttering the word “You bastards” to the modern man.  

Thus, Billy shows his stubborn attitude against the contemporary society that is more 

interested in materialistic, corrupt, shallow and pretentious things. All these affect the true nature 

of Billy. Hence he gets annoyed and cannot resist himself. He leaves it as Billy cannot 

compromise with the current social order that is rotten and degraded in moral human values. He 

is the embodiment of ideal human being having virtues of head and heart with a vision to transfer 

one form of life to another form with his spiritual power. He does not want to be an idol in the 

hands of social order of the current society. So he rejects the degrading principles of this showy 

world and sacrifices himself to the intense search for eternal values. He makes a harmonious 

balance among Self, Almighty and Cosmos particularly those related to internal nature of the 

human person— a search for spirituality and spiritual values. He recovers relationships with 

Nature, God, Universe, Self and others that make in him a new sense of meaning for the advance 

journey of his passion. Consequently, we find in Billy a complete shift of human nature and 

behaviour from materialistic to spiritual, a transformed personality that is needed for the 

establishment of humanity. 
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